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Abstract
The continuous evaluation of Information Retrieval Systems requires comparing IR systems both one
to another, but also across collections, in other words across different evaluation environments (test
collection and evaluation metrics). These evaluation environments may also be evolutionary versions of
some given evaluation environment. In this work, we propose a methodology to measure and understand
the impact the differences between test collection representations (i.e. knowledge delta, 𝒦Δ) has on
system performance, and we look at the differences in their outputs (i.e. result delta, ℛΔ). We present
initial experiments with various text representations on the TREC 2004 Robust Collection, and look at
the relation between the 𝒦Δ and the ℛΔ.
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1. Introduction

Traditional offline evaluation of Information Retrieval systems uses test collections [1] which
are composed of: (1) a set of documents or passages, (2) a set of queries, and (3) a set of relevance
judgments indicating which document is relevant to each query. The components of a test
collection together with (a set of) evaluation metrics to assess the efficiency of an IR system
define the elements of an Evaluation Environment (EE) [2]. Changes in an EE’s element then
affect an IR system’s performance. We analyze the differences between test collections by
systematically quantifying and analyzing the differences in data representation for documents
and queries test collection components. We look at document representations as these are the
elements used by typical IR systems to compute relevance of documents towards a given query.

With the aim of implementing continuous evaluation for IR systems, we address the topic
of measuring IR performance for evolving EEs [2]. We introduce the notion of Results Delta
(ℛΔ) as the means to measure IR systems performance differences with respect to one metric.
We introduce three types of ℛΔ: ℛ𝑠Δ (different IR systems evaluated in the same EE), ℛ𝑒Δ
(the same IR system evaluated in different EEs), and ℛ𝑠𝑒Δ (both EEs and IR systems vary). We
aim to understand and to quantify variations between the components of two different EEs by
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means of defining Knowledge Delta (𝒦Δ) and observing its impact on the ℛΔ. In our view, 𝒦Δ
for IR is a combination of a document representation delta, 𝒦𝑑Δ, and a query representations
delta, 𝒦𝑞Δ, both defined as difference functions between pairs of text sequence representations.

This paper proposes a study that looks at how various simple text representations to quantify
𝒦𝑑Δ and their impact on ℛ𝑒Δ. Initial experiments are performed on the TREC 2004 Robust
Collection [3]. As this collection stores the publishing time for each document, we consider it
to be an evolving collection. That is, we can simulate the conditions of an IR system that has to
provide answers to queries, answers extracted from a set of documents that changes over time.

2. Methodology

Mothe [4] analysed different approaches to understand the effectiveness of IR systems, focusing
on studying the effectiveness with respect to the query and IR system parameters. In our work,
we are interested in understanding the change of the IR systems performance with respect to
the change of the document collection in addition to the query, in a way to predict the change
in performance of the IR system for an evolving test collection. Inspired by [4], we aim to use
the document representations as features for the document collection and find the correlation
between the features of document collection and the change in IR system performance.

Test collection difference, 𝒦𝑑Δ: We define the 𝒦𝑑Δ as a quantifiable value of the
differences between document representations, which may be more or less complex: bag of
words, TF-IDF [5], topic detection methods (e.g. Latent Dirichlet Allocation [6] and conceptual
embeddings [7]) and neural networks language models (e.g. Word2Vec [8] and BERT [9]).
Any of these representations, or a combination of them, may contribute to generate the
document collection representation which can then be used to quantify𝒦𝑑Δ and predict theℛΔ.

Performance impact, ℛ𝑒Δ: We define ℛ𝑒Δ as the absolute difference in the IR system
performance in two EEs: consider 𝑀(𝑆𝑖, 𝐸𝐸𝑗) as the performance of systems 𝑆𝑖 evaluated in
evaluation environment 𝐸𝐸𝑗 with metric 𝑀 , we compute ℛ𝑒Δ as 𝑀(𝑆1, 𝐸𝐸1)−𝑀(𝑆1, 𝐸𝐸2).

Prediction model, (𝒦𝑑Δ ∼ ℛ𝑒Δ): We propose to understand the impact of 𝒦Δ on ℛΔ by
building a model that predicts ℛ𝑒Δ from 𝒦𝑑Δ. We will, first, observe the correlation between
𝒦𝑑Δ and ℛ𝑒Δ using different text representation methods as 𝒦𝑑Δ. Then, we will build a
prediction model based on these observations. Finally, we will analyse the impact of the 𝒦𝑑Δ
elements on the prediction of the ℛ𝑒Δ by feature selection techniques [10].

Dataset: We measure 𝒦𝑑Δ and ℛ𝑒Δ from an evolving test collection as an example of
documents changing in a real corpus. The evolving test collection is built by creating shards of a
classical test collection [11] that contains timestamped documents. We use these timestamps to
assign documents, according to their temporal order, to shards and to define fixed percentages
of corpus overlap to control the evolution.



Figure 1: MAP ℛΔ of BM25 in blue; and 𝒦Δ in orange (avVAR) and purple (avSQC). The x-axis shows
the compared EEs.

Initial Experiment: We evaluate pyterrier BM25 system [12] in an evolving test collection
created from Robust [3] using the MAP metric. We create 41𝐸𝐸𝑠 using 90% document overlaps
between successive shards, with full set of topics. As text representations, we test two features
used in query performance prediction [13]: Averaged Term Weight Variability (avVAR) [14]
and Averaged Collection Query Similarity (avSCQ) [14]. We compare EEs with 50% of overlap
(e.g. 𝐸𝐸1 vs. 𝐸𝐸6, 𝐸𝐸2 vs. 𝐸𝐸7, etc.). Figure 1 presents changes in the MAP score (ℛ𝑒Δ)
compared with the 𝒦𝑑Δ calculated as the changes in the selected feature values: avVAR in (a)
and avSCQ in (b). The pearson correlation between the Δ MAP and the features is 0.5 and 0.12
for the avVAR and avSCQ, respectively. These results confirm that the changes in 𝒦𝑑Δ have a
considerable effect ℛ𝑒Δ values. Moreover, they show that the effect might substantially differ
for different features and over time.

3. Discussion and Future Work

We propose the definition of Knowledge Delta (𝒦Δ) for the elements of the EEs. As a first
attempt to quantify the 𝒦𝑑Δ and its impact on the Result Delta (ℛ𝑒Δ), we use two simple text
representation metrics, avVAR and avSCQ. We experiment on an evolving test collection which
is built by using the timestamps from the Robust test collection. The initial results show a
correlation between 𝒦𝑑Δ and the ℛ𝑒Δ and thus provide justification for our approach. These
results motivate us to build a prediction model (𝒦𝑑Δ ∼ ℛ𝑒Δ) that can predict the change
of the performance of an IR systems using the 𝒦𝑑Δ and also to quantify 𝒦𝑑Δusing different
text representations (see Section 2). We either plan to construct a machine learning model
that assumes 𝒦𝑑Δ as input feature to predict ℛ𝑒Δ or to use time series [15] techniques to
predict significant changes in 𝒦𝑑Δ, which lead to changes in the performance of the IR system.
Moreover, we plan to define other types of 𝒦Δ and ℛΔ, such as quantifying the differences
in query representations (𝒦𝑞Δ) and apply them in the LongEval collection [16]. This will
contribute to understand the impact of the 𝒦Δ on other ℛΔ, including ℛ𝑠Δ and ℛ𝑠𝑒Δ.
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